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1. Background and purpose

Each time one blinks, a stable tear film (TF) must reestablish itself on the ocular sur-
face to ensure the function and health of the eye. Although the formation of the TF
has been extensively studied both experimentally and theoretically,1,2 the influence
of the lid dynamics on the TF formation is still not fully understood. Experimental in-
strumentation does not yet have the capability to estimate the TF thickness in vivo
over the entire front of the eye, especially near the lids during a blink, where the eye-
lashes obstruct the view of the ocular surface. Additionally, a realistic blinking eye-
shapeddomainpresents challenges in approximating themotionof theTF in theoret-
ical studies. In this work, we overcome these theoretical challenges by implementing
a moving overset grid method to study the influence of the lid motion on the forma-
tion of TF.

2.Methods

The realistic eye-shapeddomain is describedby curves fit to the lidmarginof apartial
blinking eye. Figure 1 shows one frame from a video of a partial blink, and the curve
fit to the lid margin. In each frame of the video, a Fourier series in space, with fi�een
nodes, is fit using a least-squares approximation to the lid margin data. Next, each
coe�icient of the Fourier series describing the lid margin in each frame of the video
is treated as a time series of data and fit to a Fourier series in time with five nodes.
Thus, the shape of the eye, and boundary of our domain, ∂Ω(t), can be characterized
at any given time during the partial blink.
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Fig. 1. (Le�) Frame from a video of a blink with the curve approximating the lid margin. (Right)
A family of curves approximating the lid margin during the upstroke (top) and the downstroke
(bottom).

Here, we describe ourmathematicalmodel for the evolution of the aqueous layer
thickness of the TF, denoted by z = h(x, y, t). We assume the TF is aqueous tears
with fluid properties matching water and viscosity µ. In this work, we ignore gravita-
tional e�ects. On the ocular surface, approximated as the plane, z = 0, we assume
no slip and impermeability. At the TF/air interface, z = h(x, y, t), we assume the lipid
layer has rendered the surface tangentially immobile, and the di�erence in the nor-
mal stresses across the interface is equal to capillary pressure due to surface tension
σ. The characteristic length scale for theocular surface isL = 2 cm,whereas the char-
acteristic thickness of the tears isH = 16µm.3 The aspect ratio ε = H/L = 8×10−4

arisesasa small parameterwhenwenondimensionalize theNavier-Stokesequations;
we then apply lubrication theory4 to derive a thin film equation for the TF thickness:

∂h
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= ∇ ·
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, (1)

p = −S∆h, (2)

on (x, y) ∈ Ω(t), where p(x, y, t) denotes the pressure of the aqueous tears. The
nondimensional parameter S = ε3σ/µV ≈ 7.8× 10−7 characterizes the relative im-
portance of viscous and capillary e�ects. Changes inh are determined by spatial vari-
ations in the aqueous volumetric flux,Q = −h3

12∇p. Note that we solve the problem
as a system of nonlinear partial di�erential equations (PDEs) to facilitate the numeri-
cal approximation of the solution.5,6

To close the systemof PDEs, we enforce boundary conditions (BCs) tomimic real-
istic TF dynamics. The first specifies the TFmeniscuswidth at the lidmargins; specifi-
cally,we seth|∂Ω(t) = h0 = 13; dimensionally, 208µmfalls into the rangeof reported
average values for the tear meniscus width h0 from 6 × 10−5 m7,8 to 3.65 × 10−4

m.9 The second BC specifies the flux of fluid entering and exiting the exposed ocu-
lar surface; the flux may be chosen to mimic the lacrimal system as characterized by
Doane.10 Specifically, we may specify the aqueous volumetric flux,Q, normal to the
boundary:

Q(θ, t) · n∂Ω(θ, t) = Qlm(θ, t) +Qlg(θ, t) +Qp(θ, t), (3)
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where n∂Ω(θ, t) is the normal vector to lid margins at position θ and time t; θ is the
angle relative to the positive x-axis, with the y-axis at θ = π; Qlm(θ, t) is the flux
proportional to lid motion (FPLM);Qlg(θ, t) is the lacrimal gland influx; andQp(θ, t)
is the punctal drainage e�lux. In this work, we assume that during lid motion, the
lacrimal gland supply and punctal drainage are not active, i.e., Qlg = Qp = 0, and
the FPLM is given by:

Qlm(θ, t) = hlmv∂Ω(θ, t) · n∂Ω(θ, t), (4)

where v∂Ω(θ, t) is the velocity of the lid, found by taking the time derivative of the
double Fourier series representation of the lid margin.11 When hlm = h0, the tear
volume is conserved during the blink. When hlm = h0 − he/2, we assume there
exists a layer of aqueous tears of thickness he under the lid margins and there is a
Couette flow between the unexposed eye surface and the lids that enters and exits
the TF during the blink.11 In the results presented below, he = 1.6 (12% of the tear
meniscus width).

The initial TF thickness and pressure distributions are shown in Figure 2. The ini-
tial TF distribution is found by solving p = −S∆h, where the pressure distribution is
specified by p = −S(3.5x4 + 2y2 + 1), chosen to mimic features seen in vivo. The
initial dimensional tear volume is 21.25 µl which is eight times the 2.45 µl volume of
the TF estimated in vivo on an open eye.12

Fig. 2. The initial TF thickness (le�) and pressure distribution (right).

The evolution equations (1) and (2) are approximated using an overset moving
grid method in Overture (http://www.overtureframework.org). The eye-shaped do-
main is discretized usingmoving overlapping grids (a collection of logically rectangu-
lar curvilinear component grids)where aboundary-fitted grid is used to represent the
moving lids, and this grid overlaps with a stationary background Cartesian grid.13,14
Each component grid is definedby a smoothmapping fromcomputational space (the
unit square) to the physical domain. The governing equations are transformed to the
unit square and then discretized in space using standard finite di�erence approxima-
tions. On the moving boundary-fitted grid, the equations are solved in a moving co-
ordinate system. The solutions on the di�erent component grids are connected by
interpolation. The nonlinear equations are advanced in time using a second-order
accurate backward-di�erentiation (BDF) scheme. The numerical accuracy has been
verified on test problems with exact solutions.15
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3.Results

We validated the performance of the numerical approach on the current problem by
analyzing the conservation of the TF volume during the blink with no flux BCs. The
volume change is less than 2% of the initial tear volume for the entire blink cycle.

We now examine how di�erent flux BCs, linked to lid motion and lid speed, a�ect
the tear formation and subsequent TF breakup times.

3.1 TF formation: the upstroke

We first consider the no flux BC where TF volume is conserved. The le� panel in Fig-
ure 3 shows the evolution of the TF during the upstroke. As the upper lid opens, the
TF thins along the lid margin as more eye surface is exposed, thus creating the black
line (shownasdarkblue). The local thinningnear theupper lid is consistentwithprior
work with 1-Dmodels.2 However, nowwe can see how spatial variation in the lid mo-
tion a�ects TF formation. In this model, the black line first forms in the center of the
eye (θ ≈ π/2) and then extends towards the temporal canthus (θ ≈ 0). The thinning
continues as more eye surface is exposed, causing the radius of curvature of the up-
per meniscus to decrease. This creates an even lower pressure region in the upper
meniscus and accelerates meniscus-induced thinning.

The right panel in Figure 3 shows the evolution of the TF during the upstroke,
when aqueous tears are supplied from under the lids via the FPLM BC. The supplied
tears suppress the formation of the black line along the upper lidmargin. We still see
evidence of themeniscus-induced thinning in the corners, with the black line first ap-
pearing in the temporal canthus.

The di�erent flux BCs result in di�erent TF distributions at the end of the upstroke
and the endof the downstroke. Figure 4 compares the TF thickness a�er the upstroke
(t = 1) and a complete blink (t = 3/2). Unsurprisingly, in the upper meniscus, the
no flux BC simulation results in a thinner TF than with FPLM BC. In the center of the
exposed area, the di�erence in the thickness at the end of upstroke is nearly zero; the
e�ect of the flux BCs is localized to the menisci regions. Interestingly, at the end of
the downstroke, in the center of the exposed area, the no flux BC yields a thicker TF
than for the FPLM BC. The "snow plow" e�ect of the upper lid during the downstroke
causes more global thickness variation.

3.2 Tear relaxation: the interblink

Figure 5 shows the continuation of the tears supplied under lids during the upstroke
into the interblink period. A�er completion of the upstroke, the eye remains open for
∼2 seconds. The figure shows the TF thickness and the aqueous flux a�er the eye re-
mains open for approximately 1.5 seconds. Meniscus-induced thinning continues to
form the black line. As found in the priorwork on a stationary eye-shapeddomain,4,16
the tears in the lowermeniscus collect near the canthi due to the increased curvature
of the lid margin. An interesting flow pattern develops in the upper meniscus. In the
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Fig. 3. (Le�)TF thicknessduring theupstroke,when thevolume is conserved (no fluxBC). (Right)
TF thickness using the FPLMBC,where the upper lid exposes aqueous tears fromunder the lid.

nasal canthus, the tears continue to flow into the uppermeniscus region towards the
temporal canthus. Unlike previouswork on the stationary domain, we find the lower-
pressure region that forms in the upper meniscus during the upstroke continues to
draw fluid into the upper meniscus a�er the lid motion has stopped. These spatial
variations in the upper tear meniscus curvature at the end of the upstroke (and con-
sequently, thepressure) dependonspatial variations in the lid speedand influxes. We
note that adding punctal drainage and lacrimal gland supply may reverse that flow.

4. Conclusions and future perspectives

We find the formation of the TF during the upstroke is sensitive to the lid motion and
the tear supply from under lids. The local tear film thinning in the upper meniscus
is dependent on the rate of the exposure of the eye surface and the influxes/e�luxes.
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Fig. 4. The di�erence in the thickness distribution between the no flux and FLPMBCs. (Le�) The
end of the upstroke (t = 1). (Right) The end of the downstroke (t = 3/2).

Fig. 5. Relaxation of the TF during the interblink. The TF thickness and aqueous flux a�er the
eye has been open for 1.5 seconds.

Any spatial variation in the local tear film thinning rates establishes a flow within up-
permeniscus region. During the interblink period, we found that the curvature of the
lidmargin canaccelerate the formationof theblack linesbyestablishing low-pressure
regions in themenisci. In future work, themodel described here should be extended
to includegravitational andevaporativee�ects, andmore realistic influxes/e�luxes to
provide insight into the tear film dynamics near the upper lid during a blink, a region
that is di�icult to image.
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